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the karnataka government own and distributes the nudi 4.0 software for
free. the kannada script ( akaramle or varamle) is a phonemic abugida of

49-letters. the cast of character is almost similar to those of other
brahmic scripts. consonantal letters indicate the presence of a vowel.

where there is no intervening vowel, letters representing consonants ae
merged to form digraphs ( ottakara). otherwise, each letter denotes a

syllable. the kannada script ( akaramle or varamle) is a phonemic
abugida of 49-letters. the cast of character is almost similar to those of

other brahmic scripts. consonantal letters indicate the presence of a
vowel. where there is no intervening vowel, letters representing

consonants ae merged to form digraphs ( ottakara). otherwise, each
letter denotes a syllable. nudi 6.0- nudi 6.0 software is quite advanced

software. you get very good features in this software. which the user likes
a lot. most fonts included with the nudi 6.0 software can be used for

dynamic font embedding purposes, since fonts and software are available
free, so they can be used for other situations as well as database

management. it is a font-encoding based standard nudi 4.0 software is
used for creating, modifying, and developing texts. the main purpose of
nudi software is to save characters and update unicode ( unicode code

points) in a font. it is considered an unicode font, since it will represent all
the unicode code points. nudi is based on the font encoding (i.e. it uses
ascii value to store glyphs). the nudi 4.0 software is in many versions,

such as nudi 4.0, nudi 5, and nudi 6.0. the karnataka government owns
and distributes the nudi 4.0 software for free. the kannada ganaka parish,
a non-profit organization, established it. the principal font used with nudi
can be used for dynamic text embedding, but since the font and tools are

widely accessible, they can be included in other text, such as database
management. it is a format based on font encoding.
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10 the kannada script is
a phonemic script of
kannada. the primary

use is to write, and the
script can also be used

to write other
languages. it has

traditionally been used
to write the kannada

language, particularly in
india, but it has also
been used for other

languages, such as the
rajasthani language
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spoken in the indian
states of rajasthan and
madhya pradesh. the

nudi 1.0 has been
designed to help in cost-

effective dynamicfont
embedding, usage in e-
governance, database

management and
creating personalised e-
books. both the teams

are planning to develop
more such softwares to
help the people in their
projects. the nudi 1.0 is
a free software that can
be used for free fonts.

each font was converted
to unicode format for
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use within nudi. the
kannada characters are

shown in the font file
and in the unicode

format.0 developed by
the kannada script is

available for free
download. the kannada
script has been in use in

karnataka and other
parts of south india and
some other states. the

font settings are
compatible with

microsoft windows 7,
windows xp and

windows vista. the font
settings of nudi in

unicode are compatible
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with windows and linux.
whether you are a

professional user or a
novice, nudi software

helps to perform faster,
accurate, and easy data
entry. as compared to
traditional way, nudi

software is quite useful.
it is also known as

bengali(a) script. this
script is used for writing

in the karnataka and
andhra pradesh state of
india. nudi script were
introduced at the time
of kharaveliyaru king

gudda iv. the first
writing was done in the
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14th century by tippu
sultan. it is widely used

in written
communication even
today. this script is

phonemic. the letters
are called kannada
characters or nuru

letters.the name nudi is
derived from ‘thittum
kudum’ (ফিট্টু কুডু)
which means "a board

or a slate". nudi is
mainly used for writing

in the kannada
language in karnataka
and andhra pradesh.
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